Hello,
WalkAbout Map is proud to be publishing our 2nd annual San Diego Gaslamp/East Village map.
We publish a WalkAbout Map in Seattle and came down to San Diego at the request of the local hotels
to produce a quality walking map of restaurants, bars and nightclubs for their guests. My father and my
daughter live in San Diego, so we were excited to create a WalkAbout Map here.
We had a very good 1st year; exceeding our expectations of support and distribution.
When supplying our hotel partners with additional maps after the initial delivery, we were given amazing
feedback from hotel employees about the quality and the popularity of WalkAbout maps.
Many hotels distribute WalkAbout Map exclusively. We’ve received several calls asking for extra boxes
of maps for allocation to convention participants.
At the beginning of this year, WalkAbout updated our beautiful website. This gives our advertisers
additional exposure and they receive a link from our website, plus photo and description. Please visit our
site at www.walkaboutmap.com.
A further note on the first year of success for WalkAbout Map was marked when the Marketing Director
from The Manchester Grand Hyatt called to partner with us so they could add the maps exclusively to
their guest’s VIP packets when staying at the hotel.
I recently was able to observe first-hand how a hotel used our map. I had an appointment with a hotel
general manager and while waiting in the lobby for him, a guest approached the front desk and asked
about getting lunch. The associate at the front desk pulled out WalkAbout and said, “this is a very
complete map and it has what you will need.” He then opened it up and showed the guest areas of
interest. It was really fun to see.
Added distribution includes, The ‘W hotel’ and the ‘Hilton Bayfront’ just outside of the map perimeter.
They requested to distribute WalkAbout Maps as did ‘The Harbor Club’
We will continually monitor our distribution partners to assure they have enough maps on hand.
We are also distributed at the Airport and the Convention Center.
In addition – we received a call from management of the USS Midway stating; “I got a hold of your map,
love it and want to provide it to our guests.” So distribution is there also.
We strive to create a quality product you can be proud to participate in. WalkAbout Map gets your
business in front of visitors and locals.
Please let me know if you need anything or have any questions. Cheers to a wonderful year!
Sincerely thank-you,

Toni
Toni Sacomano | Publisher
WalkAbout Map
P.O. Box 2010 | San Diego, CA 91951
PH: 619-500-4234
E-MAIL: toni@casamoon.com

WALKABOUT MAP HOTEL DISTRIBUTION,
(PLEASE SEE SIGNED DELIVERY SHEET INCLUDED IN THIS KIT):

Andaz – Hyatt Hotel
Bristol Hotel
Comfort Inn Gaslamp
Courtyard by Marriott
Embassy Suites
Harbor Club
Hard Rock Hotel – Gaslamp Quarter
Hilton Bayfront
Hilton Gaslamp Quarter
Horton Grand Hotel
Hotel Indigo – Gaslamp Quarter
Hotel Palomar
Hotel Solamar
Keating Hotel
Manchester Grand Hyatt
Marriott – Gaslamp Quarter
Marriott Marquis
Omni Hotel – L St.
Ramada Inn – Gaslamp
Residence Inn by Marriott Gaslamp Quarter
Sofia Hotel
US Grant Hotel
“W” Hotel
Westin Gaslamp Quarter – West Broadway
Westin Gaslamp Quarter – Broadway Circle

Testimonials, San Diego
Hi Toni,
We have people come to the shop all the time to sell us map programs. Most recently a man came and
tried to get us to buy into a map advertisement. It sounded good but we wanted to make sure that what
the man said was true. He said that his map was in all the hotels downtown. My husband decided to
check it out. He went across the street to the Gaslamp Marriott to see if that man’s map was there. In
fact it was not there but your map was. That is how we found out about your company and decided to
give you a call. Your maps are actually in the hotels.
Thank you again,
David and Kim Pinkney
CrunchTime Popcorn

The WalkAbout map is my favorite! I give it to every one of my guest’s because it’s the easiest to
read, and it highlights the major attractions in the Gaslamp/Downtown area.
Amber Stevens
Front Desk at the Andaz

Good Afternoon Toni,
The San Diego WalkAbout map is such a helpful tool in directing our guests to the many attractions in
the Gaslamp Quarter. Visitors respond so much better to visual aids. The handy map serves a twofold purpose. In addition to providing suggestions to restaurants and attractions, it also gives the
guests a sense of direction. I am thankful to (finally) have a useful concise map of the downtown area.
You have made my job easier!
The WalkAbout map is certainly a boon to the Hospitality Industry and Downtown Community.
Best regards,
Gary Miller, Visitor Information Center

I have been planning Amazing Quests in downtown San Diego for 6 years and the WalkAbout Map is
the BEST! Easy to read and highlights all the great spots!
Lynne Bath, Owner Amazing Quest

